Do You Know
What They Can Do
To You

!

Stealth Technology,
Detection Evading,
Analyst Driven Monitoring:

Deep Web
Dark Net
Whole Web
Really bad things can happen to you on the
internet - - when you least expect it.
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Risks such as physical threats and stalking, libel
and slander, theft, identity leaks, employee leaks,
espionage, IP infringement and more. What you
don’t know can hurt you. We will be your eyes
and ears worrying about the shadows so you
don’t have to.

only, we make the obscure connections, relying
on the data, AND the meaning behind the data.

Using a light touch, we hide our presence by
dispersing our agents through multiple secure
servers located around the globe, leaving little to
no signature behind. The bad guys never know
that we are there.
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We look where most companies don’t think to
look or cannot look… in the dark spaces where
the really bad guys reside.
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With a continuous improvement process to
search and distill information, a dedicated analyst
provides you actionable intelligence. Going
beyond key words
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Because our search criteria changes with the
changing landscape, we discover associated
findings often overlooked by others, and discard
the irrelevant so we can discern: This is gaining
momentum! This has wings! This is a threat!
Providing 24/7 access to a dedicated
analyst, we become part of your team,
learning your operations and supplying
you with truly actionable intelligence. This
close interaction equips you with the
most timely and effective response
options.
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Find us at Procysive.com

Do You Know
What They Can Do
To You
SOME OF THE MANY SPECIALTY APPLICATIONS FOR CIPACS
Business Intelligence: Intelligence is gathered from a large variety of places based on
feedback, keywords and phrases. Our engines weed throughout the immense internet
chatter and noise providing you with what our analyst team deems actionable.
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Choose from any or all of our areas of expertise and we provide concise reports tailored to
your needs. Threat Analysis. Product/Brand Trend Analysis. Competitive Analysis. And
More.

VIP Cyber Analysis: High profile people are a high internet Risk. Anyone could be at risk
of identity theft and everyone is vulnerable to cyber crime. We provide complete Threat
Analysis to determine your online presence and help reduce your RISK. Your personal
online presence is like your health and should be routinely checked.
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Personal and Private information is constantly spilled, leaked and placed on the internet in
the form of photos, profiles, comments, forms, applications, e-commerce, articles and
more. Giving a roadmap for criminals to your actual backdoor. Putting you, your reputation,
your identity, your finances, your business and even your family at risk .

Cyber EYE: Your Online Private EYE Agency for: Cyber Harassment; High Tech Stalkers;
Litigation Information; Insurance Fraud; and more.
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Our Cyber Investigation Team has over 2 decades of experience and training. Our skill set
combined with uniquely developed, global tools can handle even the most complex cases, with
depth and speed.

